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ABSTRACT: Conjugation of peptides with oligonucleotides
offers opportunities for combining the strengths of both
biopolymer classes. Herein, we show that the combination of a
peptide-based module with an antisense oligonucleotide module
provides for enhancements of potency and a widened scope of cell
delivery options. The peptide unit comprises a Smac mimetic
compound (SMCs) which antagonizes the action of inhibitor of
apoptosis proteins (IAPs) frequently overexpressed in cancer cells.
To counteract SMC resistance, the antisense module down-
regulates the cellular FLICE-like protein (c-FLIP), a master
regulator of the extrinsic apoptosis pathway. We compared c-FLIP
antisense units based on oligophosphorothioate (PSO) and
peptide nucleic acid (PNA) architectures. Owing to the ease of synthesis, PNA conjugates combined with a cell penetrating
peptide (CPP) offer a seemingly ideal solution for cell delivery of dual activity agents. However, our investigations revealed that such
congeners have to be handled with care to avoid off-target effects. By contrast, PSO conjugates provided a more robust and specific
activity for inducing death of SMC-resistant A549 cells due to a simultaneous activation of caspases and c-FLIP knockdown. We
show that lipofection is a convenient approach for delivery of peptide−PSO conjugates into cells. The results highlight that the
combination of the peptide and the DNA world confers properties inaccessible by the unconjugated components.

■ INTRODUCTION
Peptides and oligo(ribo)nucleotides are increasingly used as
pharmaceutically active compounds. In contrast to traditional
small molecules, where high bioactivities typically are the result
of extensive high-throughput screenings often followed by
laborious manual chemical modification, potent peptides/
oligonucleotides are much easier to obtain. They represent the
native binding partners of many biological entities and, as such,
utilize nature’s pre-existing, highly specific recognition
patterns.1−4 In the design of chemical biology probes or
pharmaceutically active compounds, peptides and oligonucleo-
tides have typically been treated as separate biopolymer worlds.
Yet, in recent years, attention has shifted toward conjugates as
the combination of nucleic acid and peptide functions unlocks
unique functionalities and may help overcome limitations like
cell delivery, which remains a major challenge associated with
the development of biopolymer-based therapeutics.5−8

We believe that peptide−oligonucleotide conjugation also
provides an opportunity to enhance potency. By combining
two biological activities, the peptide unit can be directed
against one particular intracellular target, while the oligonu-
cleotide unit targets another distinct cellular process: the
resulting dual-mode action synergistically enhancing the
efficacy of both components. At the same time, such hybrid
molecules may benefit from a facilitated cell delivery. The
typically used delivery agents are restricted to a specific

biopolymer class and agents that grant cellular entry to
oligonucleotides may not work for peptides and vice versa.
This limits the potential range of delivery options for native
biomolecules. Instead, hybrids comprising both biopolymer
classes, peptides and oligonucleotides, should benefit from
both of their constituents’ unique delivery methods.
Frequently, this has been demonstrated with cell-penetrating
peptides mediating cell uptake of antisense oligonucleoti-
des.8−10 The reverse approach, using oligonucleotide con-
jugation to facilitate cellular delivery of membrane impermeant
peptides or proteins, remains less explored11,12 but should
present an equally viable approach.
In a previous proof-of-concept study, we have covalently

linked a pro-apoptotic, peptidic Smac mimetic compound
(SMC) with an anti-c-FLIP phosphorothioate antisense
oligonucleotide (ASO) and reported enhanced efficacy of the
resulting dual-activity conjugate (SMC-ASO; Figure 1) on
cancer cells upon delivery by lipofection.13 The SMC module
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(blue in SMC-ASO) mimics the N-terminal AVPI tetrapeptide
of the Smac protein and antagonizes the antiapoptotic effect of
Inhibitor of Apoptosis Proteins (IAPs), frequently overex-
pressed in cancer.14−17 For numerous cancer cell lines,
however, inhibition of IAPs alone has proven insufficient to
overcome resistance. SMC unresponsive cells often possess
elevated levels of cellular FLICE-like inhibitory protein (c-
FLIP), acting as a failsafe. This enzymatically inactive caspase
homologue controls the activation state of Caspase-8 and
protects the cell against apoptotic stimuli from chemo-
therapeutics and death receptor agonists.18 The anti-c-FLIP
ASO was included (red in SMC-ASO) to silence this anti-
apoptotic master switch of the extrinsic pathway of apoptosis
and sensitize originally resistant cells to SMC treatment.
Previously, we utilized the antisense oligonucleotide plat-

form to attach up to four monovalent SMC units. The SMCs
were equipped with strained cycloalyknes and conjugated with
antisense oligonucleotides displaying one to four azido groups.
The aim was to enable enhanced binding of IAPs such as
XIAP, cIAP1, and cIAP2 by simultaneously targeting two of
the three baculoviral IAP repeat (BIR).19−21 However, despite
improvements over IAP affinity, multivalent SMC presentation
did not lead to improved cellular activity of the conjugates.
Herein, we describe our efforts for facilitating the synthesis and
improving the potency of the SMC-ASO conjugates. One of
the aims was to provide unambiguous evidence for the role of
the peptide’s mode of action and therefore compared anti-c-
FLIP antisense molecules containing high affinity (bivalent)
SMC modules with conjugates of low affinity (monovalent)
modules.
The chemical nature of the antisense module should play an

important role. For an efficient antisense effect, biologically

stable molecules with high affinity for complementary RNA are
imperative. Nuclease-resistant oligophosphorothioates (PSOs)
are an obvious choice given their widespread use as antisense
compounds. However, within the frame of dual action agents
involving peptide modules, the use of peptide nucleic acids
(PNAs) seems even more attractive. Peptide nucleic acids are
stable against nucleases and proteases and combine very high
binding affinity for complementary RNA with excellent
sequence specificity.22,23 PNAs have been successfully applied
as steric block-type antisense compounds, but unlike
oligophosphorothioates, they are prepared by the same
chemistry as peptides.24−28 As a result, peptide−PNA
conjugates can be prepared in a linear synthesis without
recourse to post-synthetic conjugation chemistry.
In this study, we describe dual activity agents in which

bivalent and monovalent peptide modules are combined with
antisense modules based on oligophosphorothioates or PNA.
We show that care must be taken when SMC-PNA conjugates
are endowed with cell-permeabilizing units introduced by the
use of guanidino−PNA (GPNA) or cell penetrating peptides.
Experiments with the peptide−PSO conjugates point to a
robust and specific activity due to a simultaneous activation of
caspases and c-FLIP knockdown, showcasing that the
application of peptide−ASO conjugates is not limited to the
modulation of uptake and/or distribution properties but can
also provide for enhanced efficacy.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial experiments were focused on identifying SMC systems
that provide a high enhancement of IAP affinity upon bivalent
presentation. The aim was to use the monovalent and
bivalency-enhanced SMCs as chemically related low- and

Figure 1. Overview of SMC-ASO conjugate mode of action. The bivalent SMC part inhibits IAPs like XIAP (intrinsic pathway of apoptosis), while
the linked c-FLIP antisense oligonucleotide blocks c-FLIP mRNA from translation (extrinsic pathway of apoptosis). Both components work in
tandem to synergistically break apotosis resistance.
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high-affinity IAP binders, intending to provide proof for the
mode of action by showing a correlation between IAP affinity
and cellular activity. We selected BV-6 as a moderately active
IAP antagonist.21 BV-6 has frequently been used to sensitize
cancer cells to chemotherapeutic agents.29−32 To unambigu-
ously demonstrate that conjugation with antisense modules
can provide additional cell delivery options to peptides and
peptidomimetics, we intentionally impaired the cell delivery
properties of the linked SMC units by introducing a peptide
tether (Figure 2). A central (azido)lysine residue was included
to allow introduction of oligophosphorothiates by strain-
promoted azide−alkyne cycloaddition (see R4 in Figure 2).
Monovalent compounds contained the same number of spacer
atoms. Replacement of the N-terminal N-methyl alanine,
which is crucial for binding to the BIR pocket,33 by N-
acetylated serine provided an inactive control compound.
The affinity of peptide-dimerized inhibitors (SMC)2-Ln (n =

1, 2, 3) for a XIAP protein construct (XIAP L-Bir2-Bir3) that
comprises the BIR2 and BIR3 domains, and the preceding
linker region was measured in a competitive fluorescence

polarization binding assay using a fluorescein-labeled reference
binder (Smac-1F peptide).34 The monovalent inhibitor (H-
MeAla-Chg-Pro-Dip-Gly-NH2, SMC) binds the protein with
an IC50 value of 4.6 μM, comparable to the literature value for
the unmodified AVPI peptide of 10.4 μM.34 Dimerization with
linkers L1 to L3 increased the affinity by 1 order of magnitude.
The length of the linker appeared to have a minor influence.
However, a comparative study with three different Smac
mimetics revealed a trend (Supporting Information Figure S1).
The highest affinity gain was obtained with the shortest linker
L1, resulting in an IC50 = 261 nM for the BV-6 analogous
(SMC)2-L1, which was employed in the further experiments.
To access the dual-activity conjugates, we linked the bivalent

inhibitors to PSO and PNA oligomers. We used the well-
studied antisense sequence ISIS 23296 and scrambled control
ISIS 132383.35 PSO conjugates were linked by strain-
promoted azide−alkyne cycloaddition reactions between
commercially available DBCO-modified oligonucleotides and
azido-peptides. Illustrating the advantages of using PNA as an
antisense module, the synthesis of SMC-PNA conjugates was

Figure 2. Structures of Bi- and monovalent Smac mimetic−ASO conjugates. An MV1/BV6 derived, bivalent inhibitor was dimerized and/or
tethered to an anti c-FLIP PSO or PNA trough a short tetrapeptide linker. For cellular delivery, PNAs were c-terminally modified with a covalently
linked TP10, PDEP-P14, Penetratin, Pip2b, Arg8, CLIP6, or TAT peptide. PSO sequences represent full phosphorothioates. For GPNA4 and
scrGPNA4 sequences, underscored bases were replaced with positively charged, γ-guanidinium PNA monomers. Chg = cyclohexylglycine, Dip =
diphenylalanine, aea = 5-amino-3-oxapentanoic acid, X = 6-aminohexanoic acid.
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performed in a single run on resin by involving Fmoc-
protected amino acid building blocks and PNA monomers.
ISIS 23296 is an optimized oligophosphorothioate gapmer
sequence, which induces RNAs H. Antisense PNAs hinder
mRNA translation by steric blockage.24 Literature evidence
suggests that inhibition of protein synthesis by steric block
antisense compounds such as PNA, morpholino nucleic acids,
and 2′-OMe-RNA occurs more effectively near the site of
translation initiation rather than in the coding region targeted
by ISIS 23296, indicating that interfering with ribosome
assembly is easier than perturbing elongation.36,37 For anti c-
FLIP morpholinos, positions in the 5′-UTR and near the AUG
start codon have been described as efficient target sites.38

PNA1−4 conjugates are complementary to different targets
around the start codon (−30 to 15, −13 to 3, −5 to 11, and −1
to 15, relative to the start codon). For comparison, we
included PNA5, which is designed to bind within the ISIS
23296 target segment in the c-FLIP coding region.
To assess the efficacy of the anti c-FLIP PNA and dual-

activity conjugates, we selected human lung adenocarcinoma
cell line A549. These cells are highly resistant to Smac
mimetics, even when combined with death receptor agonists
like TRAIL, unless c-FLIP is silenced.18 The most commonly
employed strategy to deliver PNA antisense compounds into
cells relies on cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs).39 In recent
years, many examples of such PNA-CPP conjugates have been
reported to successfully deliver their payload into living
eukaryotic cells. For our study, we initially chose octaarginine,
as it represents one of the more active CPPs to provide PNA
delivery,40−42 while allegedly being less toxic to A549 cells
(IC50 > 1 mM) compared with other CPPS like Transportan
(2.5 μM) or Penetratin (60.8 μM).43

The A549 cells were incubated with 2.5 μM PNA1−5-Arg8
conjugates and their ability to reduce c-FLIP expression was
assessed by Western blotting (Figure 3A). PNA5 comple-

mentary to c-FLIP mRNA segment targeted by ISI 23296
(position 530 to 540) was ineffective at knocking down c-
FLIP. For oligomers targeting regions at the start codon,
efficacy was highly position dependent. PNA4 (−1 to 15)
performed best, showing a clear decrease in c-FLIP band
intensity. PNA1 (−30 to −15) and PNA3 (−5 to 11) had low
to intermediate effect, while c-FLIP knockdown by PNA2
(−13 to 3) failed. We inferred the following: Arg8 delivers anti
c-FLIP PNA into A549 cells in a sufficiently high amount for
antisense effects to occur, given that a suitable target segment
is selected.
With the most efficient oligomer PNA4-Arg8, we deter-

mined dose−response curves by means of an AlamarBlue
viability assay (Figure S7B). The IC50 = 5.6 μM suggested that
the 2.5 μM concentration, which enabled knockdown of c-
FLIP, was not sufficient to significantly affect cell viability. To
facilitate endosomal escape, chloroquine was added, which,
according to control experiments (Figure S7A), does not affect
the viability of A549 cells up to 200 μM concentration.
Addition of 100 μM chloroquine to PNA4 resulted in a small
increase of potency (IC50 = 4.1 μM, Figure S7B). Conjugates
containing a scrambled PNA4 sequence or PNA5, which
proved inefficient in reducing levels of c-FLIP (see Figure 3),
showed reduced toxicity (IC50 (scrPNA4-Arg8) = 9.7 μM,
Figure S7C; IC50 (PNA5-Arg8) = 17.7 μM, Figure S7D).
However, the gain in potency provided by PNA4 was small,
and we reasoned that A549 cells cope well with antisense-
mediated c-FLIP downregulation and conjugation with a Smac
mimetic is required to allow for enhancements of potency.
In the next set of experiments, PNA4 was used for the

construction of SMC-PNA conjugates. In addition to octa-
arginine, we evaluated alternative CPPs (TP10,44 PDEP-P14,40

Penetratin,45 Pip2b,26 CLIP6,43 and TAT46) reported to
deliver PNA into cells. Furthermore, we prepared a conjugate
(GPNA4; Figure 2) using γ-modified, guanidinium-based PNA
(GPNA47) that has been reported as a less amphiphilic and
potentially less toxic alternative to oligoarginine-conjugated
PNA. All conjugates were assembled entirely on solid support
without the need for a separate ligation step. The panel of test
compounds also included conjugates comprising the inacti-
vated Smac mimetics AcSMC and a scrambled PNA oligomer.
For delivery, A549 cells were treated with different
concentrations of SMC-PNA-CPP conjugates in the presence
of 100 mM chloroquine. The most active compounds (SMC)2-
PNA4-PDEP-P14 (entry 3) and (SMC)2-PNA4-Pip2b (entry
7) affected A549 survival with an IC50 = 1.74 μM (Table 1).
However, with only slightly increased IC50 values, the inactive/
scrambled control compounds (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4- P14
(entry 4) and (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-Pip2b (entry 8) were
similarly active. The trend was confirmed with the full panel of
CPPs tested. Most exhibited a certain toxicity shift between
double active and double inactive conjugate, but in no case did
the ΔIC50 value exceed 2.6 μM. CLIP6 and TAT conjugates
displayed the widest therapeutic windows (ΔIC50 = 2.32 and
2.63 μM, entries 12−11 and entries 14−13), with the reason
being a comparatively low toxicity of the inactive conjugate
rather than an enhanced efficacy. Of note, despite a rather
short 6 h incubation of cells, toxicity was observed for all
conjugates (including the double negative control compounds
AcSMC-scrPNA-CPP). In control experiments, we evaluated
the viability when chloroquine was excluded. Though margin-
ally reduced, the cytotoxicity of both SMC-PNA-CPP and
AcSMC-PNA-CPP conjugates remained similar (Figure S5).

Figure 3. Knockdown of c-FLIP by antisense PNA-Arg8 conjugates
(PNA1−5-Arg8) targeted against different mRNA positions. (A)
Placement of anti-c-FLIP-PNAs relative to the AUG start codon. (B)
Western blot of lysate from A549 cells treated with 2.5 μM PNA
conjugates or OptiMEM (C) for 6 h followed by incubation in
medium for 18 h. Protein samples were resolved on SDS-PAGE and
Western immunoblotted with antibodies against short (C-FLIPS) and
long (c-FLIPL) isoforms of c-FLIP and a β-actin loading control.
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It is surprising that the CPPs reported as highly active
(TP10, PDEP14) were the most ineffective at producing a
marked difference between active and inactive conjugates. Any
potentially superior activity is apparently accompanied by an
equally elevated toxicity when coupled to the SMC cargo.
Literature precedent suggests that PNA-CPP conjugates are
not generally toxic in a low μM concentration range.26,48

Therefore, we speculate that the elevated cytotoxic properties
of SMC-PNA-CPP conjugates are caused by the added
hydrophobicity of the SMC and the PNA units in combination
with the highly charged nature of the CPP function. Similar
observations were made by Koppelhus et al. when they
modified antisense PNA-CPP conjugates with fatty acids.49 In
an attempt to reduce the size of amphiphilic structures, the
PNA-CPP unit was replaced by GPNA,47,50 which elegantly
combines nucleic acid and CPP functions within one element.
Unfortunately, active (entry 15) and inactive (entry 16)
conjugates still showed nearly identical dose−response curves.
The factors influencing the toxicity of CPP conjugates

remain poorly understood. Studies that systematically inves-
tigated the matter found that not only CPP identity and
orientation but also cargo type, length, and linkage can have an
impact.42,51,52 Of note, a high cytotoxicity has previously been
reported for CPPs conjugated with proapoptotic (KLAKLAK)n
peptides.53 Optimizing the toxicity of a particular cargo−CPP

Table 1. IC50 Values of SMC-PNA4-CPP Conjugates
Targeting the c-FLIP Start Codon on A549 Cellsa

entry conjugate SMC
AS
PNA

IC50
[μM]

ΔIC50
[μM]

1 (SMC)2-PNA4-TP10 + + 1.89 −0.05
2 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-TP10 - - 1.84
3 (SMC)2-PNA4-P14 + + 1.74 0.51
4 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-P14 - - 2.25
5 (SMC)2-PNA4-Pen + + 3.18 1.89
6 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-Pen - - 5.07
7 (SMC)2-PNA4-Pip2b + + 1.74 0.68
8 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-Pip2b - - 2.42
9 (SMC)2-PNA4-Arg8 + + 2.01 1.30
10 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-Arg8 - - 3.31
11 (SMC)2-PNA4-CLIP6 + + 2.66 2.32
12 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-CLIP6 - - 4.98
13 (SMC)2-PNA4-TAT + + 2.27 2.63
14 (AcSMC)2-scrPNA4-TAT - - 4.90
15 (SMC)2-GPNA4 + + 3.12 0.38
16 (AcSMC)2-scrGPNA4 - - 3.50

aConditions: 24 h after seeding (5 × 103 cells/well), A549 cells were
incubated with SMC-PNA-CPP conjugate dilutions in OptiMEM
containing 100 μM chloroquine. After 6 h, conjugate solutions were
replaced with normal growth medium. After 48 h viability was
determined by AlamarBlue assay.

Figure 4. Dual-activity SMC-anti-c-FLIP-PSO conjugates reduce the viability of A549 cells by lowering c-FLIP expression and increasing caspase
3/7 activation. Cell viability after transfection with 100 nM SMC-PSO1 conjugates and incubation for 48 h in the absence (A) or presence (B) of
20 ng/mL SuperKillerTRAIL relative to a medium control. (C) Increase of caspase 3/7 activity based on DEVD-AFC peptide cleavage after
transfection with 200 nM compound and incubation for 24 h with 2 ng/mL SuperKillerTRAIL relative to a medium-treated control. Error bars =
SD. (D) RT-qPCR analysis of c-FLIP mRNA expression using GAPDH as a reference gene on total RNA isolated from cells transfected with 300
nM bivalent conjugate and incubated for 24 h (n = 3). Error bars = 95CI. Gray bars = bivalent conjugates, black = monovalent conjugates, striped =
unconjugated PSO sequences ISIS 23296 and ISIS 132383. (+) indicates the presence of an active SMC peptide or antisense PSO sequence, (−)
an inactivated peptide or scrambled PSO sequence. Vehicle (Veh) samples were treated with only transfection agent. * = p ≤ 0.05, ** = p ≤ 0.01
*** = p ≤ 0.001, ns = not significant (ANOVA with posthoc Tukey’s test).
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conjugate thus presents a challenge that might not be easily
overcome when the cargo is hydrophobic or amphiphilic by
nature.
Oligonucleotides are not as hydrophobic as PNA.

Furthermore, unlike PNA, polyanionic DNA-type molecules
can be delivered into cells by means of lipofection. In light of
the previous experiments with the SMC-PNA-CPP conjugates,
we assumed that oligonucleotide conjugation will provide the
hydrophobic peptide module with less toxic cell delivery
options. For a viability assay, A549 cells were transfected with
100 nM mono- and bivalent SMC-PSO conjugates using
Lipofectamine LTX. These concentrations are more than 1
order of magnitude lower than the concentrations required for
SMC-PNA-CPP conjugates. Cells treated with the double-
active compounds demonstrated a significant loss of viability
by up to 50−60% for bivalent ((SMC)2-PSO1; entry 17) and
40% for monovalent (SMC-PSO1; entry 18) SMC conjugates
(Figure 4A). Control conjugates in which only the SMC or
PSO part was active (SMC-scrPSO1 or AcSMC-PSO1; entries
25 or 26) or ISIS 23296 alone reduced viability by ca. 30%,
performing only slightly better than control compounds
comprised inactive AcSMC and scrambled ISIS 132383. This
confirms a synergistic effect, increasing the general activity of
the compound when both components are present and active.
Cells that were treated with a double negative control
(AcSMC-scrPSO1; entries 23 and 24) or an unconjugated,
scrambled PSO (entry 26) also exhibited some decrease in
viability which may be explained by the well-studied propensity
of phosphorothioate oligonucleotides to nonspecifically bind
to cellular proteins and transcription factors.54−58

Next, we incubated the cells in the presence of Super-
KillerTRAIL, a death receptor agonist expressed by monocytes
and B lymphocytes to induce apoptosis of tumor cells, which,
however, rapidly develop resistance. Remarkably, the com-
bined action of TRAIL and the SMC-PSO conjugates
augmented the synergistic activity of the dual activity agent
(Figure 4B). The viability values for cells that received inactive
control compounds remained virtually constant but those
treated with conjugates bearing an active bivalent inhibitor
responded up to three times more strongly. The relative
increase in potency was significantly higher when a c-Flip
antisense sequence was present in the conjugate (Figure S2E),
providing further evidence for the synergistic relationship. The
monovalent conjugates followed the same pattern, albeit to a
lesser extent (ca. 1.5-fold increase).
Importantly, valence did not matter for conjugates

containing the inactivated AcSMC (compare entries 23 and
24). This and the differential response to mono- and bivalent
conjugates comprising active SMCs (entry 17 vs entry 18,
entry 21 vs entry 23) points to a specific effect of the peptide
module that is required to gain activity beyond the potency of
the antisense module.
To confirm apoptosis as the underlying cellular mechanism,

we measured Caspase 3 and 7 activity. (Figure 4C). Cells
treated with 200 nM conjugate in the presence of 2 ng/mL
SuperKillerTRAIL were harvested after 24 h and the lysate
incubated with the fluorogenic substrate DEVD-AFC. The
observed pattern mirrors the trends observed in the viability
assays. SMC-bearing conjugates elicited a strong caspase
activation, with an increase over background levels of almost
40-fold in the case of (SMC)2-PSO1 (entry 17). The
treatment with bivalent conjugates resulted in higher caspase
activities than obtained with monovalent counterparts (entry

17 vs entry 18, entry 21 vs entry 23). In conjugates with an
inactive peptide module, no significant differences between
monovalent and bivalent conjugates could be observed (entry
19 vs entry 20). These results agree with the pattern expected
for a Smac mimetic compound.
To verify that the antisense part is mechanistically active, we

measured c-FLIP mRNA levels in conjugate-treated cells
relative to those of GAPDH (Figure 4D), HPRT, and Tubulin
(Figure S3) reference genes by RT-qPCR. Although mRNA
levels were subject to strong variation, the experiment
demonstrated that the unconjugated antisense PSO (entry
25) reduces c-FLIP levels in A549 cells by up to 50%. This
value is in good accordance with the original publication of the
ISIS 23296 sequence, which reported a knockdown by 70%,
albeit with the use of potentially more efficient 2′-MOE-RNA/
DNA gapmer PSOs.35 The SMC-PSO conjugates ((SMC)2-
PSO1 and (AcSMC)2-PSO1; entries 17 and 19) demonstrated
a slightly reduced efficacy, lowering c-FLIP levels by around
40%. It is possible that the presence of a peptide on the
antisense oligonucleotide perturbs its ability to downregulate
the target sequence. Cells that were treated with the
unconjugated, scrambled PSO showed significant upregulation
of c-FLIP levels. Conceivably, this could be the result of a
nonspecific response to the phosphorothioate backbone. It has
been reported that SP1, a transcription factor involved in the
regulation of c-FLIP expression,59−61 is one of the proteins
affected by nonspecific interaction with phosphorothioates.58

This would suggest that the correct antisense sequence too
causes upregulation to a certain degree, but here, the
knockdown may overcompensate this effect. Of note,
upregulation of c-FLICE did not occur when the cells were
treated with peptide-modified scrambled PSO conjugates
(SMC)2-scrPSO1 (entry 21) and (AcSMC)2-scrPSO1
(entry 23). We speculate that the off-target effects might be
alleviated by the presence of the linked peptide.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Hybrid conjugates comprising antisense oligonucleotide and
peptide modules offer enhanced potency by targeting two
cellular processes while potentially benefiting from an
improved repertoire of cell delivery methods. This prospect
seems particularly attractive for peptides that have moderate
activity on intracellular targets. The experiments performed in
this exemplary study focused on inducing cancer cell death by
treatment with a peptide module reminiscent of the
proapoptotic Smac-mimetic (SMC) BV-6, which antagonizes
Inhibitor of Apoptosis Proteins. Unlike the parent compound
BV-6, our peptide-linked bivalent analogue (SMC)2-L1
despite binding IAPsdoes not induce apoptosis (Figure S6),
which is most likely due to poor cell uptake. We therefore
consider (SMC)2-L1 as a suitable model for moderately active,
cell-impermeable peptides. Viability tests with A549 lung
cancer cells showed that introduction of the cell penetrating
peptide (CPP) octaarginine restored the pro-apoptotic effect
(IC50 = 4.4 μM). To improve the potency, we included
antisense modules that downregulate the c-FLICE protein: a
negative master regulator of the extrinsic apoptosis pathway
that confers resistance to SMC treatment. Given the ease of
synthesis, the use of peptide nucleic acid (PNA) antisense
modules appeared attractive. A screening of five different PNA-
Arg8 conjugates directed against different regions of the c-
FLICE mRNA afforded PNA4 which, according to Western
Blot, enabled nearly complete downregulation of the c-FLICE
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protein at 2.5 μM concentration. However, the combination of
the (SMC)2 module, the PNA module PNA4 and CPPs such
as Arg8, TP10, PDEP-P14, penetratin, Pip2b, CLIP6, and TAT
exposed major toxicity problems. Despite apparent potency
differences between active and inactive conjugates, indicating a
successful delivery, the concentration windows with low
nonspecific toxicity remained narrow. Given the widespread
use of CPPs as a vehicle to deliver PNA into cells, we want to
call attention to the pitfalls of combinations which involve the
introduction of additional hydrophobic or amphiphilic units.
In contrast, conjugation of the BV-6 analogue (SMC)2-L

with an oligophosphorothioate-based antisense module resem-
bling ISIS 23296 provided for substantial enhancements of
efficacy. By using Lipofectamine LTX as cell delivery agent,
100 nM of the dual activity (SMC)2-PSO conjugate was
sufficient to inhibit growth of A549 cells by more than 50%,
which excelled over the activity of the nonconjugated (SMC)2-
L1 and PSO units. In the presence of a death receptor agonist,
the synergistic effect became even more pronounced. In
contrast to our previously reported SMC-PSO conjugates, the
bivalent conjugate (SMC)2-PSO provided higher efficacy than
monovalent SMC-PSO. The positive correlation between IAP
affinity in vitro and cellular activity provides evidence for a
specific effect of the peptide module. The observed synergy is a
result of the activation of caspases and a concurrent reduction
of c-FLIP mRNA levels. Although the oligonucleotide part
does not seem to have a direct influence on caspase activity, it
sensitizes the cell to the pro-apoptotic effect of SMCs. In
conclusion, the results of this study demonstrate that a
combination of the peptide and DNA worlds provides
opportunities inaccessible by unconjugated components.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Azido-SMC and PNA/GPNA-Conjugate Synthesis.

SMC-PNA-CPP and SMC-GPNA conjugates were synthesized
by Fmoc Chemistry on TentaGel XV Rink Amide resin (100−
200 μm; 0.23 mmol/g) using an automated peptide
synthesizer. Modified PNA monomers (GPNA) were prepared
analogous to a previously reported procedure starting from
Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH.62 Prior to conjugate synthesis, resins
were swelled in DMF for 20 min. The Fmoc-protecting group
was removed by treatment with 20% (v/v) piperidine in DMF
for (2×, 3 and 7 min), and then the resin was washed with
DMF (7×). Activated Fmoc-protected PNA/GPNA Mono-
mers (4 equiv) dissolved in NMP (0.2 M) were coupled twice
in the presence of HCTU (3.8 equiv) and NMM (8 equiv) for
20 min each at room temperature after 2 min of preactivation.
Amino acids (6 equiv) dissolved in NMP (0.6 M) were
coupled in the presence of HCTU (5.7 equiv), Oxyma Pure (6
equiv), and NMM (12 equiv). The resin was washed with
DMF (3×), and unreacted amino groups were capped by
treatment with acetic anhydride/2,6-lutidine/DMF (5:6:89 v/
v/v) for 2 min. Afterward, the resin was washed with DMF
(5×) and the next coupling cycle started. At the end of the
synthesis, the resin was washed with CH2Cl2 (3×), dried under
vacuum, and the conjugate cleaved off by adding a TFA/TIS/
EDT/water (92.5:2.5:2.5:2.5, v/v/v/v) mixture for 3 h at
room temperature. Filtration and precipitation in ice-cold Et2O
afforded the crude PNA−conjugate. The solid precipitate was
dried under argon, dissolved in water/CH3CN, and purified by
semipreparative RP-HPLC (Agilent). Azide-modified Smac
peptides were synthesized manually on ChemMatrix resin
(35−100 mesh, 0.5−0.7 mmol/g) according to the same

protocol. After synthesis, the Mtt protecting group on the C-
terminal Dap was removed by 5−7 washes with 2% (v/v) TFA
in CH2Cl2 until the solution remained colorless. Peptides were
cleaved off the resin by treatment with TFA/TIS/water
(95:2.5:2.5, v/v/v) for 2 h, precipitated in ice-cold Et2O and
purified by semipreparative RP-HPLC.

SMC-PSO Ligation. For strain-promoted alkyne−azide
cycloadditions, DBCO-modified PSOs were dissolved in
phosphate buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, 137 mM
NaCl, pH 7.5) to a concentration of 1 mM. Azide-modified
SMC (5 equiv) was dissolved in buffer/CH3CN 1:1 (v/v) and
added to the reaction mixture. The clear solution was heated to
80 °C for 5 min and then incubated for 24 h at room
temperature. The mixture was diluted with water and purified
by preparative HPLC. After freeze-drying, product-containing
fractions were dissolved in 300 μL water, and sodium acetate
(3 M, pH 5.4) was added to a final buffer concentration of 0.3
M. Three volumes of isopropanol were added, and the
resulting precipitate centrifuged (10 min, 16 900 rcf, 4 °C).
This procedure was repeated once, and the pellet dried at rt for
10 min. The dry precipitate was dissolved in nuclease-free
water.

Protein Expression and Purification. XIAP L-Bir2-Bir3
protein was produced in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) grown at
37 °C in 2xYT medium supplemented with Kanamycin (50
μg/mL). Upon reaching an OD600 of 0.6, protein expression
was induced by addition of 0.4 mM IPTG and 100 μM ZnAc2
at 20 °C for 20 h. Cells were lysed by French pressing in buffer
(50 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 50 μM ZnAc2, 0.1% β-
mercaptoethanol, pH = 7.5) with protease inhibitors. Lysates
were centrifuged (45 000 rcf, 30 min, 4 °C) and the
supernatant purified on an Äkta pure FPLC system using a 5
mL HisTrapHP Ni column followed by gel filtration on a
Superdex 75 column in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl,
50 μM ZnAc, and 1 mM DTT. After purification, glycerol and
DTT were added to a final concentration of 10% (v/v) and 10
mM.

Fluorescence Polarization Assay. Relative binding
affinity was measured as described by Nikolovska et al.34

Fluorescein-labeled probe Smac-1F was synthesized according
to the procedure described in the literature. To each well of a
black, nonbinding 96-well plate, 1 nM of Smac-1F and 15 nM
L-Bir2-Bir3 construct in assay buffer (100 mM sodium
phosphate, 110 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, 100 μg/mL bovine
γ-globulin, 0.02% sodium azide) was added and mixed with
different concentrations of Smac mimetics. The plate was
incubated for 2 h in the dark at room temperature and the
anisotropy values determined using a plate reader (Ex./Em. λ =
485/535 nm).

Cell Culture and Viability Assays. A459 were cultured in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% FCS, 4 mM Glutamine, and 1% Penicillin/
Streptomycin mix at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 atm and
subcultivated twice a week. For viability assays, cells were
seeded on a 96-well plate in 100 μL medium per well at a
density of 5 × 103 cells/well and propagated 24 h to a
confluency of ca. 70%. SMC-Phosphorothioate conjugates in
OptiMEM were mixed with PLUS Reagent (1 μL/μg PSO),
incubated for 5 min and then precomplexed with Lipofect-
amine LTX (2 μL/μg PSO) in OptiMEM for 20 min at room
temperature before being added to the cells in medium without
antibiotics to a final concentration of 100 nM. SMC-PNA-CPP
conjugates were diluted in OptiMEM containing 100 μM
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chloroquine and added to the cells. After 6 h incubation at 37
°C and 5% CO2, either 1 volume DMEM + 20% FCS and 2%
Penicillin/Streptomycin mix was added to the wells, or the
transfection solutions were removed and replaced with normal
growth medium. After 24 h, optionally 20 ng/mL Super-
KillerTRAIL was added to the wells. Cells were incubated for
another 24 h, washed with PBS and 100 μL alamarBlue diluted
1:10 (v/v) in PBS was added to each well. After 2 h incubation
at 37 °C fluorescence intensity was measured (Ex./Em. λ =
531/590 nm) on a plate reader. In control experiments, we
evaluated the viability when chloroquine was excluded.
Though marginally reduced, the cytotoxicity of both SMC-
PNA-CPP and AcSMC-PNA-CPP conjugates remained similar
(Figure S5).
Caspase 3/7 Assay. Twenty-four hours before treatment,

A549 cells were seeded on a 6-well plate and treated with
transfection solutions at a final concentration of 200 nM as
described above. After 24 h, cells were scraped off, centrifuged
(1000 rfc, 5 min), washed with PBS, pelleted (8500 rcf, 3
min), and treated with 40 μL lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES, 150
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, pH 7.5) for 20 min
on ice with intermittent sonication. Cellular debris was
centrifuged off (16 900 rcf, 10 min, 4 °C) and the protein
concentration in the supernatant determined by BCA assay
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 35 μg protein was
pipetted in each well of a black 96-well assay plate and filled up
to 50 μL with lysis buffer. 50 μL 2× caspase assay buffer (20
mM HEPES, 20 mM DTT, 20% glycerol, pH = 7.5) with 50
μM DEVD-AFC were added and the plate incubated for 2 h at
37 °C in the dark. Absorbance (λ = 575 nm) of the released
dye was measured on a plate reader.
RT-qPCR. Twenty-four hours before treatment, A549 cells

were seeded on a 6-well plate in 2 mL medium per well at a
density of 2 × 105 cells/well. For treatment, the medium was
replaced with 1800 μL culture medium without antibiotics.
SMC-phosphorothioate conjugates were precomplexed with
Lipofectamine LTX with PLUS Reagent as described above.
Complexes were added to the cells at a final concentration of
300 nM. After 6 h, the medium was replaced with normal
growth medium and the cells incubated for another 18 h. Cells
were washed with PBS (1×) and total RNA was extracted
followed by DNase I treatment according to the corresponding
manufacturer’s instructions. The isolated RNA was precipi-
tated from 0.1 volume sodium acetate buffer (3 M, pH 5.4)
and 1 volume isopropanol, washed with 70% ethanol, and
redissolved in nuclease-free water. The extracted RNA was
quantified using its absorption at 260 nm and stored at −80
°C. For the qPCR measurement 1 μg total RNA was reverse
transcribed and stored at −20 °C. 2.5 ng cDNA were mixed
with 10 μL 2× master mix and 250 nM of forward and reverse
primers (c-FLIP [NM_003879.7] forward: 5′-TGTGCCGG-
GATGTTGCTATA-3′, reverse: 5′-CAGCTTACCTCT-
TTCCCGTAAAAT-3′; GAPDH [AF261085.1] forward: 5′-
GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC-3′, reverse: 5′-GAAGATGG-
TGATGGGATTTC-3′; HPRT [NM_000194.3] forward: 5′-
CCTGGCGTCGTGATTAGTGAT-3 ′ , reverse: 5 ′ -
AGACGTTCAGTCCTGTCCATAA-3 ′ ; TUBA1B
[NM_006082.3] forward: 5′-CCTGGCGTCGTGATTA-
GTGAT-3′, reverse: 5′-AGACGTTCAGTCCTGTCCATAA-
3′), and diluted with water to a final volume of 20 μL in a 96-
well qPCR plate and amplified using the following program:
(95 °C, 45 s) × 1 cycle, (95 °C, 10 s ;60 °C, 30 s) × 40 cycles.
Subsequently, a melting curve analysis was performed: (85 °C,

15 s) × 1 cycle, (60 °C, 30 s) × 1 cycle, (60−95 °C, + 0.5 °C/
cycle, 15 s) × 71 cycles. mRNA expression levels relative to
vehicle treated control were calculated by the ΔΔCq method.
Statistical analysis (ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test) was

performed on viability/ΔΔCq values using GraphPad Prism 8
software.
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